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Jerry Wermund has a long career as a geologist. Good jobs and good 
fortunes have taken him to most of  the United States including Alaska, 

to Canada, to Germany and Spain, and to North Africa. Describing the 
natural world for young people is his passion. The Earth writes its own 
poetry and songs for him. 



Earthscapes allows you to travel to tall frozen mountains, wander 
seashores, roam streams and rivers, and venture into parched deserts. 
Along the way you can learn how internal Earth forces, water, wind, 
and  ice carve and deposit many landforms of  great beauty.

The World According to Rock tells stories of  how, where and when 
each kind of  Rock was born. Other stories describe the importance of  
Rock, from caveman times until today, for buildings, tools, pottery, art, 
jewels, decorations, fuel, spices, ply and natural scenery. Rocks are fun.

Focus on Minerals introduces many common minerals and their 
gems. Texts and illustrations explain their properties useful for in 
identifying different minerals. They include crystal structure (shape), 
color, streak (minerals powders), luster (appearance in reflected light), 
hardness, cleavage (breaks along planes of  weakness) and others. 
Precious gems and gemstones hold significant interest through history. 
Humans advanced their standard of  living and culture by progressive 
uses of  ore minerals and industrial minerals. 

Soil is more than just dirt. In dry, wet and moderate climates, heat 
and cold as well as natural acids break down rocks into soil. Water 
seeps downward altering soil into different layers and structures. Soil 
is alive. Many visible and microscopic creatures make homes in upper 
soil layers. Soil sustains life for plants. Nitrogen from the air as well 
as phosphorous and potassium from rocks enter soil to fertilize the 
roots of  healthy grasslands, forests and crops. Soil scientists recognize 
twelve orders or types of  soil.
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SWIMMING HOLE

A granite erratic
creates

a three-child high
cliff

looming beside 
a kettle;

to all skinny-dippers
a summer wind whispers,

"I dare you.
Don’t jump.

Dive!”

The Erratic is an isolated 
boulder, big as a one car garage, that was left behind 
by a glacier. A Kettle is a large pond or lake formed 

where a monster piece of glacial ice melted.
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SNORKEL-EYE VIEW

In an aquamarine sea, 
a limestone reef

clings to
the continent’s edge,

drapes over
the shelf break,

and
dives into

indigo depths.
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WAMPUM

Shiny black obsidian
Said to Native artisans,
“Shape and polish me,

I can decorate
Bracelets and necklaces,
Belts and shirts.
I can give  
Wealth in trades.
I am wampum.”
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INFILTRATION

Drip, drip, drip.
Down, down, down 
Deeper, deeper, deeper
seeps the rain.  
Leaking, trickling
through cracks, crevices, fractures,
f illing holes, pores and spaces.

Infiltration, a soil process, moves water from ground surface past roots down to bedrock. Water may carry 
nutrients or agents like iron, lime or gypsum that alter water chemistry for good or bad. The vertical streaks in 
the illustration are paths of infiltration.
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TOPSOIL

Loose and f luffy,
full of life,  
bugs, bacteria, worms and roots support
grains, grasses, flowers, veggies. 
Principal wealth
for many countries.

Topsoil lies on top of the ground as the uppermost layer (named the A layer) in a soil profile.  Farmers and 
gardeners prize a thick, rich topsoil; it yields healthy plants.
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Soil scientists who map soils require a soil profile to name a soil. To describe its extent they must walk 
over the ground keeping a description of the top layer in their mind. If a meaningful change of soil 
properties occurs, a new profile is needed.

SOIL PROFILE

Dig a man-size ditch.
Study soil properties for

all variations.


